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Introduction

re."

J

he world of the early eighties is beset by economic stresses
on every front. Double-digit inflation has become chronic in
many countries, while double-digit unemployment threatens 5
even the advanced industrial societies in North America and

Western Europe. Global economic growth has slowed to a snail's
pace. The World Bank has reported a sustained decline in per capita
income over the past decade.f or some 15 of iys member countries.1

Regardless of the level of develop or the type of government,
policymakers everywhere are h difficulty formulating economic
programs that work. The reason is not a precipitous fall in the qual-
ity of the economists who sit at the elbows of nartiortal political lead-
ers, but rather the changing circumstances in which economic policy

7-is-formulated. At the heart of this shift is the changing relationship
,.between ourselves, now numbering 4.4 billion, and the environmental
systems and resources that support us..

It is increasingly clear that the world is on the edge of an entyiron-
mental crisis that is undermining the global economy. The basic
biological systemsforests, grasslands, fisheries, and croplandstbat
supply our 'food and many ,of the raw materials for industry are
deteriorating in much of the world. The cheap oil and its synthetic
derivatives that obscured the early deterioration of these environ-
mental support systems are gone forever. Against this backdrop,
failure to recognize and respect the carrying capacity of these sys-
tems is leading to economic stresses that may become unmanage-
able.

The gradual pace and sometAnes invisible nature df environmental
deterioration often masks the extent of the problem. Yet soil erosion
is draining the land of its productivity, and contributing to ever-grow-
ing food deficits in scores of countries. Deforestation is reducing fire-
wood and lumber supplies and driving the cost of cooking fuel
upward in Third World villages and the cost of housing upward
everywhere. Overfishing and overgrazing have become commonplace,

This paper distills the principal policy recommendations from Burbling a Sustainable
Society by Lester R. Brown (W W Norton, October 981)
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contributing ierecent years to a steady decline in'per capita supplies
of seafood and beef worldwide; This shrinkage of the economy's en-

6 vironmental resoutce base aggravates Inflation, increases unemploy-
ment, and eventually reduces living standards.

Envirsinmental crises are not new. Archaeological sites on every con-
tinent are littered with the remains of ciyilizations that were unable to
cope with the forces of environmental degradation. The.difference to-
day, is the rate and scale pressures that once accumulated over cen-
turies, or ern miller:ea, are now compressed into decades.-if we do
not act quAly to protect and sustain the economy's environmental
support systems, we will nbt be able to sustain the economic system
itself.

Clearly, traditional economic appeoaches a e sorely inadequate when,
it comes to the challenge of ,sauring the lObal resource base The
new sources of-economic stress require p policy initiatives that
gb far beyond mere adjustments in fiscal and monetary policy. Our
prospects hinge ultimately not ono our ability to fine tune economic
policies, but on mu success in stabilizing our numbers and protecting
our environment.

*\

Deterioration of the Resource Base

IP

During the growth-dominated postwar decadee,Vworld became ac-
customed to focusing on short-term rates of growth, neglecting the
longer term effects. few stopped to calculate, for exam le, that a 3'
percenratnual rate of population growth leads to a 19-fo increase in
a centuiy, or that -a continuation of the 4 percent annual ate/of world
etilmomic _growth that prevailed fiforn 1950 to 1973 would lead' to
a 30-fold Ixpansion of the global economy within a c4ituryand to
an associated increase to demand for resources. With the benefit of
hindsight, it is now obvious that between 1960 and.1976as world
population went from three billion to four billionhuman de-
mands began to outstrip the sustainable yield of the basic biological
systems that sppport the global economy.. .
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"Traditional
- economic approaches

inadequate
when it comes t the challenge of

securing the.global esource base."

Throughout most of the third quarter of this century, the per capita
production of most of the basic commoditie( on which economic
activity depends, such as lumber, seafood,, beef, grain, .and oil, ins 7
creased. But as world population approached the four billion level,
this began to change. The amount of wood harvested per person
worldwide peaked in 1964, for example. Since-then it has fallen some
11 percent.2 (See Tablet) .The principal reason for the fall is not
lagging demand but an excessive pressure on forests that has led to
deforestation and a shrinkage of the resource bate 4'n many areas.
During the late twentieth century the pressure- on the more accessible
forests has mounted steadily 41 some parts of the Third World, often
where population policies are non-existent or unrelated to the carrying
capacity of local biological systems, forests have largely disappeared.

When the readily available supply of wood has dropped, lumber
prices have...often led the overall rise ,in inflation, as ih the United
States since 1967. In some Third World countries the cost of fire-
wood climbed almost as fast a the price of kerosene over the past
decade. This of ttn translated id% a decline in the standard of living
for both urban and rural dwellers, many of whom must trade off the
cost of the food they eat against the cost of the fuel to cook it.

With the world fish catch,' the decades immediately following Wrxid
War II brought an enormous growth-in production Advancing tech-
nology and cheap oil permitted the de lopprent of distant-water fish./
ing fleets by japan, the Soviet Union and other countries. The result
was an increase in the world-fish c ch from some 22 million tons in
1950 to nearly 70 million tons i1 1970.3 This tripling in tIle fish
catch over two decades more than doubled the amount of fish avail-
able per capita, from 8 to over 18 kilograms

s,

But by 1970 few unexploited oceanic fishing areas remained, and
many freshwater fisheries had become so polluted that -governments
were declaring the fish caught there unsafe for human consumption.

-By the late sixties and early seventies, overfishing was contributing
to the collapse of some of the world's most important fishing sites,
ranging from the haddock fishery in the North Atlantic to the pri-
mary anchovy area off the western coast of Latin America.4 Since

te 7
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. Table 1: World Per Capita Production of Basic Commodities, 1950-

8
1981, With Peak Year Underlined

1.,

Year Wood Fish Beef Grain Oil
(cubic

meters) (kilograms) (kilograms) (kilograms) (barrels)

1950 8.4 - 251 1.5

1955 10 5 264 2.0

1960 13.2 9..1 285 2.5.
1961 .66 14.0 9.6 273 2.7
1962 .65 14.9 9.8 288 2 8
1963 .66 14.7 10.7 282 3.0

',1964 .67 16.1 10.1 292 3.1
1965 .66 16.0 9 9 284 3.3
1966 .66 16.8 ,, 10 2 304 3.5
1967 .64 17.4 10.4 303 3.7
1968 .64 18.0 10.7 313 4.0
1969 .64- 17.4 10.7 311 4.2
1970 .64 18.5 .10.6 309 4.5
1971 .64 18.3. 10.4 330 4.7
1972 .63 16.8 10.6 314 4.9
1973 .64 16.8 10 5 332 5.3
1974 .63 177 11Q 317 5.2
1975 .61 _17.2 11 3 316 4.8
1976 .62 17.7 11.6 337 5.1
1977 .61 , 17.3 11.5 330 5 2
1978 .61 17.3 11.4 351 5.2
1979 .60 16.9 10.9 331 5.3
1980 .60 16.1 10.5 324 4 9
1981 (pre!. )_. - - 10.4 331 ' 4.5

.--
l' Sorcei Food and A lture anization, U S Departments of Agriculture and

ogrAphic Divtsion

C
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1970 the fish catch Or capita for the world as a whole has declined
Asome 13 percent, the result is growing competition for available sea-

food resources and rising seafood prices.

The growth in world'beef pioduction during the third quarter of this
century was more gradual and somewhat less dramatic than that of
fish, but the cessation in growth was no less abrupt. By 1976 con-../straints on grazing capacity meant many of the world's ranchers and
herders could n longer readily expand their herds in response to the
continuing growTh in demand. The alternative was to shift more and
more cattle into feedlots, but rising feedgrain prices made such a steptoo costly. Since 1976, when world beef production per person
peaked at 11:6 kilograms, the decline has been steady. In 1981 per
capita beef production was some 11 percent below the peak reached
in 1976.

World grain production also increased impressively during the post-
war decades. Between 1950 and 1971 world grain production doubled,
leading to a 30 percent increase in the amount of grain available per
capita. After 1971, the growth in productionlost momentum and per
capita gains stagnated.s Since then, there hai'been little progress in
raising per capita output of this most bask of foodstuffs.

Only once in the last decade has per capita grain production been
significantly above the 1971 level: in 1978, a year of bumper harvests
worldwide. Given the falloff during the three years since, this could in
fact become the historical peak that precedes a long-term gradual de-
cline in supplies per person similar to those for seafood and beef.
Africa, plagued with both widespread soil erosion and the fastest con-
tinental population growth -rote on record, has already experienced
such a downturn.6 Since 1970 its per capttrgrain production has fal-
len 13 percent, or more than 1 percent per year.

The soil erosion that has undermined agricultural production in so .
many of the countries that currently import food from the-US and
Canada now threatens productivity in the North American breadbas-
ket itself. Recently released U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
data show 34 percent of the country is losing topsoil at a rate that is

9
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reducing its inherent productivity. On 4 percent of the total, or
roughly 17 million acres, the loss is co severe that the Soil Conserva-.

10 tiOn Service recommends it be converted from continuous cropping to
grassland, woodland, or-long -term rotations, lest it lose its productive
capacity entirely.7

As pressures on the earth's natural biological rfstems and ,croplands
multiplied during-the century's third quarter, ingeTus ways were
found to lighten them by substituting oil in one for or another. In
effect, the sixfold increase in world oil production between 1950 and
1979 served as a safety valve. Although there was relatively little new
land to bring under, the plow after mid-century, for example, the
world's farmers could continue to expand food output by substitut-
i oil-derived chemical fertilizers for cropland. Between ,1950 and
198b chemical fertilizer use climbed from 15 to 113 million tens.
Similarly, as deforestation progressed in the Third World, villagers
substituted kerosene for firewood. Plastic was substituted for paper

nackaging and for wood in home furnishings. And textile manu-
facturers shifted from natural to synthetic fibers for over one-third of
their needs.8

, .

As the seventies ended, oil output turned downward as prices climbed,
and the oil safety- valve began to close. Per capita oil production,
which h remained essentially unchanged from 1973 to 1979, .fell
some 1 ercent between 1979 and 1981 If rVorld population grows as
projects , a confirming, thdugh irregular, long-termjecline in per
capita oil production seems inevitable: Pressures on the earth's-biolog-
ical support systems will increase accordingly. lin such a. world, a
reassessment of Autional population and economic policies.is essential
if the economy is to be sustained.

At some point, environmental deterioration translates into economic
decline and, ultimately, social digintegration. The evidence now be-
coming available from various archaeologital sites per,rnits us to re-
Construct some of the environmental-economic linkages. Tke role of
deforestation, overgrazing, soil erosidn, desertification, and the water-
loggin& and salting of irrigation systems in the decline of earlier
civilizations is incr,easirgly clear. What is missing in the archaeologi-

1 @



"A.recent World Bank study reports that
per.capita income for the low-income

countries in sub-Saharan Africa
declined an average of 3 percent

during the seventies."

caliinclings, unfortunately, are arty precise clue's about how economic
decline translated into social disintegration. Moreover, though the
historical records indicate that environmental deterioration can lead to
economic decline, recent progress in improving living standards has
become so nearly universal and so taken for granted That people to-
day have little experience with such a chain of events.

In a growing number of countries, however, policymakers can no
longer afford to dismiss the link betiveen envikonme#: Ideterioration
and economic stress. A recent World Bank study feports that per
capita income for the low-income, non-oil exporting countries in.,
sub-Saharan Africa -.a group of 24 countries c5ntaining 187 million
peopledeclined an average of 3 percent during the seventies. More
impbrtantly, unless there, are maj& domestic policy reforms and a
massive infusion of external assistance, the Bank projects the decline
will accelerate, falling a further 10 percent during the eighties.9

Much of the decline in per capita income in sub-Saharan Africa is
due to the decline in per capita food production that has plagued the
continent since 1970. This in turn can be traced to a- lack of trained

. personnel and of institutions_ to support agricultural modernization,
as well as to agricultural mismanagement in Many forms, including
food price policies that db not encourage production. But the princi-, .
pal factor undermining the region's economx in the long run is the
continuing deterioration of its agricultural resource base. Africa's
population growth acts as A double-edged sword. It increases simul-
taneously the need for food and pressures on the agronomic base.
Soil erosion, soil degradation, and desertification are proceeding at a
record pace. The tp/holesale agronomic deterioration now under way
casts a long shadow over the funire of many ,sub -Saha an cou tries.
Unless checked, this.deterioration\rill eventually make ,ains per
capita food output impossible, even if appropriate economic prOrities
and agricultural policies are adopted. , -

/---i-
!

Without a major commitment of outside funds, it, is difficult to see
how this process of deterioration can be readilywieversed. Yet there
are no initiatives, in sight irom within Africa or outside that have the

&nal to reverse, the nggative trends that have emerged. What is

11
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Indiancountries of Litin America, in Central America, on thA can ,e

hap erring in Africa is alsq beginning to occur elsewherein the

12. subcontinent, in the Middle East, and in other parts of Asia.

The last half of the twentieth centurTdivides into two economic eras
that coincide more or less with its third and fourth quarters. During

most of the third,quarter, as indicated above, the peecapita P;oduc-
don of the basic commodities on which the global economy depends
lumber, grain, seafood, beef, and petroleumincreased. During the
final quarter the percapita production of eicii...Qay be declining.
Thus the economic policies that worked so well during most of the
third quarter of the century may rrot work well at all in then far dif-
ferent environmental circa stances of the final quarter. Ir govern-
ments continue to pursue inNappropriate economic and demographic
policies, they may be rewarded with a falling standakl of, living for
their people.

In a world where the economy's environmental support systems are
deteriorating, supply-5 economicswith its overriding emphasis on
production and its near blind faith intnarket forces ill lead to seri-
ous oblems. Among other things, such a policy will rive the world
up steeply rising, inflationary cost curves in both t e energy and

1/4.

r

sectors. The market has no alarm that sounds w en the carry-
ing capacity of A biological system is exceeded. Only when the kysteirt
collapses and prices soar does the market "know" that anything has
gone Wrong. By .that point, the damage has been done. In a world
where popUlation,has passed the four billion mark and is now heading
for five billion, the unalloyed working of market forces can,destroy
the. very croplands, forests, grasslands, and fisheries that support the
economy.

The new circumstances call for a new. approach to national policy-
making, one that gives environmental and. population policies a far
more prominent place in relation to economic policies in the more traiD

aditionalsense. Hafting the environmental deterioration 9ow under
way and slowing the forces that have given it such momentum will
require major initiatives. Unless we can stab' e our numbers far be-
low the 10.5 billion level currently projected further improvements in

12,
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" n a work' whele population
is heading for five billion,

the unalloyed
working of market forces can destroy '

the very croplands, forests, grasslands,
and fisheries that support the economy."

.
living conditions will become increasingly difficult If we cannot con!
serve the topsoil that is used to produce our food, Civilization as we
.. ri

'1 ber, nd newsprint, a massive 'tree, planting effort Must begin now.
o it cannot-survive. To satisfy future demands for firewood, lum-

Alth gh initial steps to design a more energy-efficient economic
system have already been taken, the potential has scarcely been

,tapped. Further, the systematic recycling of materials is an essential
_component of a sustainable society. And finally, instead of con -
ti mmig the rapid depletion of nonrenewable fossil fuels, we should'

s' givedtbp priority to tapping renewable energy sources.

stabilizing World Population

Of the various steps needed to put society on a sustainable path,
none is more important than bringing' population growth to a halt.
Indeed, the other initiativessuch as cropland protection, reforesta-
tion, and energy conservationhave little chance of success unless we
get the brakes on population growth.

The recent per capita declines in fisli catch, beef production, forest
products, and, in Africa, food production have not been due to a de-
cline in overall output isnit to an inability to expand overall output-as
fast as population growth. The impact of the global economic slow-
down will be greatest in those societies where population growth is
most rapid. A fall in the economic growth rate to 2 percent pt year
does not pose any problem in West German)/ or Sweden, where
population 'growth has ceased. Incomes there would still rise by some
2 ,percent per year But it could wreak havoc in Pakistan or Senegal,
where poPtilation is still expanding by 3 percentor more per year.us

410

The official U.N. medium-level population projections, used by plan-
pers throughout the world, show world population reaching some
10.5 billion before eventually stabilizing a century or more from now.
A second set of projections, made by the World Bank and published
in its World Development Report for 1980, show world population
growth stabilizing at a somewhat lower level of 9.8 billion. Central to
both the U.N. and World Bank figures is the assumption. that in

13
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countries where fertility is high, it will decline as economic and social
development occurs.'

Even under the Bank's projections, which take into account recently
reported fertility declin in developing countries, the growth in
store for some countries n only be described as phenomenal. Ni-
geria's population of 85 mi 'op today is rojected'to reach 425 mil-
lion before leveling off, almo as many feople as now inhabit all of
Africa. India is projected to d nearly another billion 'people to its
1980 population before stabilizing at 1:64 billion, while neighboring
Bangladesh is expected to increase from 89 million to 314 million and
Pakistan from 82 million to 332 million. If all these projections hold
true, the Indian subcontinent would be home to 2.3 billion people
more than the entire world population of 1940.

These population projections reflect two sets of assumptionsone
explicit and one implicit. Among the explicit are the country-by-
country assumptions about future fertility levels, sex ratios, life ex-
pectancies, and numerous`- other demographic variables. If these
assumptions are correct, then world population would indeed reach
the levels projected by the U.N. and the World Bank. But population
growth does not occur in a vacuum. Current projections of worjci
population are based on the implicit assumption that the supplies of
energy: ,food, and the other natural resources needed to support
l tuman life will continue to be available.

Yet the pressures of population growth and rising affluence are af-
fecting the availability of those resources, and, thus, future popula-
tion trend's. To be realistic, demographic models need, to incorporate
feedback mechanisms that reflect the changes in attitudes toward
population- size as the various ecological and economic stresses asso-
ciated with continued population growth materialize. This, in turn,
calls for improved analyses and understanding of the relationship
between population growth and the earth's basic life-support sys-
tems, including energy supplies.

Several countries have begun to consider the connections between
their resources and their pepulation growth. In Egypt, the leadership

14 ,
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was jolted into action by the calculation that the population increase
in the Nile River Valley during the time the Aswan High Dam was
under construction would totally absorb the additional food produc- 15
tion the irrigatisev-project would make possible.12

In'China, as part of the broad policy reassessment since Mao's death,
the new leaders have taken a second look at the population/resource

balance-and the prospects for the end of the century. The handwriting
on the wall appears distinctly Malthusian. As the dimensions of the
population threat have become clear, the Chinese leadership has
initiated public discussion' and distributed background information
on the population/resource relationship. Now people understand both
how their national populatien/resource base compares with other
countries anc what changes are in store within China if population
continues to increase. In particular, the literature points out that each

'Chinese currently subsists on scarcely one-quarter of an acre of crop-
land, one of the smallest per capita allotments in the world, and that
future generations will have even less if population growth con-
tinues.I3

Perhaps the most surprising development in population policy has
taken place inCanada; where futureiesource supplies have become a
matter of public discussion. Many Canadians are disturbed by the re-
cent loss of an exportable-energy surplus, a loss that occurred as
domestic needs soared. ,At the. same time, agricultural planners
alarmed by the sacrifice of the most fertile cropland to urban sprawl
fear Canada's exportable food surplus may also begin to decline., A
recent study by the Science Council of Canada suggests aiming for an
end-of-ce ry population of 29 million, an inarguably modest in-
crease r the current 12, million. If such a study leads to concern in
this r urce-rich country, what would similar analyses prompt other,
IT well endowed countrie. to think and, more to the point, do ?"

Getting the brakes'on population growth quickly will severely strain
social and political 'systems, but continuing on the current demo-
graphic trajectory toward a world of more than ten billion people will
entail ruinous environmental stresses. Bringing popuration growth to
a halt requires a goal that balances these two sets of stresses. Such

15
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equilibrium might be achieved by trying to stop population rowth at
the six billion level by the year 2020. That will boKtraordinarity dif-
ficult, but not impossible. So meet this goal, no developing country
would have to do anything that at least a few countries have not
akeady done. No country would have'' o reduce its birth rate any
more rapidly than Barbados, China, Cssta'Rica, and Indonesia did
over the last decade pr so.'

,

Stabilizing world populaticM at six billion. sill have tq occur in stages,'
with developing countries following a' slower timetable than the in-
dustrial nations. For 'the& part, the industrial countries as a group
would have to achieve a stationary population the year 2000. In
fact, several industrial countries have already reached this goal. Aus-
tria, Belgium, East Germany, Luxembotiig, Sweden, the United King-
dom, and West Germany had essentially stationary populations in
1980. The population of West Germany, `which stopped growing in
972, is now actually declining by 80,000 per year. Most of the re-

maining industrial:countries that have relatively slow-growing popu-
lations are likely to halt growth well before the end of the century.

Interestingly, in the seven countries where population size is now
stationary, stabilizing the number of people in the society` was not a
national goal. Rather, the d in fertility flowed from social Im-
provements. As levels of 'atio and literacy rose, as employment
opportunities for women panded, as access to family planning ser-
vices improved, and aborrion taws were liberalized, people chose
to have fewer chil

. .7 J

The creve rtg world wi need more time to rein in population
growth. The first step w uld be to reduce the average annual birth
rate from its 1980 level of 32 per thousand,to 26 by 1990. Thereafter
the rate could drop steadily until it reached 11 in 2020, roughly the
Mme as in Austria, Sweden, or West Germany today. The coude death
rate, rather than continuing the post*ar decline, may well remain for
a-decade at the level-it reached in 1,, largely as a result of higher
fooa prices and the severe nutritional stresses now developing in such

(ti areas as sub-Saharan Africa. As population growth slowed by the
er,2000, however, the enhanced Potential for improving nutrition

I 16



would permit the death rate to drop again Although additional im-
provements in living conditions would tend to lower the death rate
even further, this would be offset by the aging of the population that
follow's a sustained decline in fertility.

Lowering the average birth rate in the developing countries to 26 by
1990 will require a Herculean effort, one that many observers con-
sider impossible. Although not all countries will reach this target,
some are farlhepd of schedule. Birth rates in Taiwan and South
Korea are now 25 or below, while those in Bakkados,,China, Cuba
Hong Kong, and Singapore are below 20. The keys to meeting the
timetable are China and India. China, whose population accounts
for one-third of the developing world, already has a birth rate of
18; India's 1980 birth rate was ,estimated to be 34 per thoutand.
Combined, then, India and China have a 1980 birth rate of 24, al-
ready well below the target for 1990.

,..
Under this timetable, the substantial decliiies in birth rates between
now 1990'in both the industrial and the developing countries
wou 'eld a world population growth rate of 1.1 percent in that
year. ee Table 2.) The 'timetable is admittedly ambitious, but atti-
tudes toward family size are changing and birth rates are stationary
or falling almost everywhere. With effective national leadership, this
goal is clearly attainable.

Table 2: A Proposed Population 9tabilization Timetable
Ytar World Population Annual GrowNtate Annual Increase

(billions) (percent) N (maims)
1970 3.6 1.9 69
1980 4.4 i 1.7 75
1990 5.0 1.1 55
2000 5.5 , 0.8 44
2010 5.8 0.4 232020 6.0 0 0
Source: Worldwatch Institute

17.
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Thus far, much of ths global slowdown in population growth is con-
centrated in a few of the world's most populous countries. The de-
dine in China's birth rate between 19760 and 1980, among the most
rapid of any country on record, may be family planning's greatest
success story. This achievement in a country whAre more than one-
fifth of humanity resides ghows what a government committed to
reducing fertility can do when it attacks the population problem on
several fronts simpltaneously.

Proyiding family planning services to all who want them is one of the
most obvious ways .goverrunents can slow population growth.
Despite steady progress over the last/decade in expanding the avail-
ability of contraceptive services, much re /pains to be done. By even.

, the most conservative estimates, vast numbers are not yet served by
family planning services. According to one study based on data gath-
ered during the 'mid- seventies, close to half the world's couples have
no protection from unplanned pretnandes."

Data becoming available from the World Fertility Surveya project
in which some 350,000 women from.19 developed and-41 developing
countries are being asked about their childbearing practices, beliefs,
and desiressketch out the dimensions of the family planning gap. In
a detailed analysis of Colombia, Panama, Peru, Indonesia, South
Korea; and Sri Lanka, demographer Charles Wesloff concludes that
"the, prevention of unwanted births... would red
quarter to one-third in five of the six countries.'" -

To be widely used, family planning, services need to be readily ac-
-cessible, preferably,within 30 minutes travel time from the residence
of' the potential user. Ikaddition, the services and contraceptive ma-
terials themselves must be either free or cheap. In explaining China's
highly successful'program to an American delegation, Chinese offi-
cial Liu Ching Shen said "we practice the principle that anyone who
wants birth planning can get it, and' the government should pay for
it." Experience also indicates that the more successful family plan-
ning programs bffer both males and females a wide range of family
planning services and that clinic-based- contraceptive services are
usually less efffctive than community-based efforts that involve local
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"The decline in China's birth rate
between 1970=980

may be family p 'ng's
greatest success story."

pew in setting goals for the birth rate, designing the'program, and
delivering the services. Indonesia's family planning program, which
blends government initiative with local custom, has led tp an impres-
sive drop-in fertility levels. On the island of Java alone 27,000 villa e
pill and condom depots, many of them in private ho
ready access to contraceptive supplies."

Regardless of the efforts made to meet these criteria fqr success,
achieving a stationary population will be painfully difficult if con-
traceptive services are not backed by legal abortion. With the legali-
zation of abortion in Italy in 1978, the share of world population
liVinS. in societies where abortion is readily available reached two-
tbirds, up from one-thjrd a decade ago. Yet this means one-third of
the world's women are still denied this basic public health service
except on illicit terms.19 1

Of all social indicators, the one that seems to correlate most closely
with fertility decline is a rising level of education. Survey data from
27 studies in the Third World show that women and men who have a
primary education have fewer children than those who do not. Fer-
tility also declines when nations urbanize and when more women
work outside the home. At the lower end. of the social spectrum,
among farmers and couples in rural areas, when botlk the husband
and wife. have less than a primary education and wheri the woman
does not wprk the average number of chiklren is -b .9.....Atthe other
end of the spectrum,' when both have at least a primary-levca-
lion or live in a ci6, and when the woman works, the average is
4.2 children."

"ve
Expanding employment opportunities for women can also help curb
birth rates. In nearly all the ,advanced industrial countries, the rising
employment of women is combining with other social and economic
trends to reduce fertility. In the United States, the share of women in
the prim childbearing years who are working has climbed from two-
fifths inf 1960 to two-thirds in 1980. Similar trends are unfolding in
Europe. In the Soviet Union, 93 percent of women aged 16 to 55 are
either employed or in school. Soviet demographer Galina Kiseleva
writes that this great increase iryf ale employment has brought
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about a 'transformation of a whole range of women's needs,
that for children.21

luding

. '
bes'ides ensuring ready access to family planning services and im-
proving social conditions, governments can also use public policy
to encourage smaller families. In. societies where women are widely
employed ciutsicle th home, maternity-leave.policies can directly in-
fluence Childbearing ecisions. In Singapore, women in civil service
or unionized jobs. ge two months of paid maternity leave for the first
two children only. Tax policies that limit the number of "tax deduct-
ible" children can also discourage couples from having large families.
As of 1973, Filipino law limits to four the number of children for
whom tax deductions can be claimed. More recently, Nepal has elimi-
nated tax deductions for children altogether.n

In industrial.,countries, the fact that people are waiting until they are
molder to get married is keeping birth rates down; in developing coun-

tries, raising the legal age of marriage can officially encourage a drop
in the birth rate. In China, the officially recommended minimum age
of marriage is now 28 for men and 25 for women in the cities, and
25 for men and 23 for women iIn the countryside. Other techniques
used by countries to encourage small families include such incentives
as preferred access to housing. Singapore, for example, gives priority
acctss to public housing to families with no more than two children.23

Although social improvements will undoubtedly continue to help re-
duce family size, fertility is now falling in some communities and
countries where living conditidns are actually deteriorating. In such
places, the keys appear to be the active local participation of people in
the design and implementation of their family planning program, a
broad understanding of the social need to limit population size, and
the widespread realization that reducing fainily size may be the only
way out of the poverty trap.

Save for China and a handful of other pathfinders, few countries
have fully accepted the challenge of inculcating the public with an
understanding of the need to restrict future population growth. Yet

tnowledge
of the relationship between population size and the carry-
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ing capacity of natural systems, particularly at the national and corn-
munity levels, clearly influences people's childbearirtg decisions. The
challenge now is to bind the family's fate to the nation'sa challenge 2i
first for goverriments and educators, then for individual men and .women.

For many individuali, the link between population growth and
able resources has already been forged by economic stress In a visit
to southern Senegal, Swiss demographer Pierre Pradervand found
that villagers there wanted to know where they could get contracep-
tives, ho.- mach they cost, and how well the various devices worked.
Pradervand was surprised because when he visited the same village A'
few years earlier people had expressed little interest in family plan-
ning. AppArently, inflation had made the difference. The prices
many of the basic goods the villagers needkerosene, clothing, grainhad doubled within three years. Although the inflationary forces
that are eroding their liying standards are beyond their control, the
Senegalese villagers nonetheless realize that they can offset the im-
pact of inflation by reducing the size of their families. For them, infla-/
tion has become a contraceptive force."

For many reasons, the importance of stabilizing the number of people
in both families and countries has become increasingly clear to in-
dividual-couples and national leaders in more and more countries.
There is still pa long,way to go, but birth rates are now declining in
many areas. By. this indicator at least, moving slowly and in re-
sponse to enormoul pressures, the transition to a sustainable society
has begun.

Protecting Cropierici

Protecting the croplands that are the main source of (odd worldwide
becomes ever more imperative As population continues to grow, given
the double-edged effect of population growth on the cropland base. A
growing population simultaneously generates demand for more
cropland and increases the pressure to conve land to *die uses.
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Wherever growth is rapid, this double-edged effect can quickly
lead societies into.crises. At present, urban sprawl, village expansion,
and highway construction claim several million acres of the world's
prime cropland each year, while farmers try to wring more out of
their land and to push cultivation onto ever more fragile soils.

World food output has more than doubled since 1950, yet that im-
.% pressive increase has entailed land abuse so severe that fully one-fifth

and perhaps as much as one-third of the world's cropland is _losing
topsoil at a rate that is undermining its long-term productivity. The
data released by USDA in early 1981, showing that the inherent pro-
ductivity of 34 percent of U.S. cropland is now falling because of an
excessive loss of topsoil, underlines the gravity of the problem.23

With the aid 9f modern farming technologylarge equipment and
center-pivot irrigation systems, for examplefarmers in the industrial
world have boosted production dramatically. In the process, however,
they have often had to sacrifice windbreaks,' terraces, and othcr soil -
conserving practices such as contour farming Bigger harvests have
enabled the United States to export more and more grain, offsetting
the bills for imported oilbut at the loss of millions of tons of soil
each year.26

In the Third World, population growth, deforestation, and inequit-
able land distribution all take their toll on precious topsoils. In some
places, farmers without access to adequate farmland move up hill-
sides, chopping trees and planting crops; without terraces, the vul-
nerable soil washes down the hills with each new rain. In forested
regions, where cultivators developed "slash-and-burn" agrictilture
clearing fields, planting for several years, and then moving ottthe
lengthy fallow periods essential to restoring the fertility of fragile
tropical soils have shortened as more farmers try to make do with less
land. '

Designing an effective program to halt soil erosion is in itself a major
challenge. In the United States, the Soil Conservation Service has
outlined a national plan that would bring the annual loss of topsoil
down to a tolerable level. In addition to the conservation systems al-



"Detailed studies
on the economics of soil conservation

- show that the short-term costs
often exceed the sort -term benefits."

ready in plate, over one-third of the 41.3-million-acre cropland base
urgently needs attention. Along with the 17 million acres that the Soil
Conservation Service recommends be withdrawn from continuous
cropping, 141 million acres of cropland are currently losing more
that five tons of soil per acre every year. On these, some form of con-
servation tillage such as terracing, contopr farming, strip-cropping,
or minimum tillage is needed." .

As of early 1982, the program outlined by USDA soil scientists re-
mains only a proposal, it has not yet been adopted, although ,there is
growing public recognition of 'the problem. Whether this program
will be formally proposed and agreed upon depends on the support
of the Reagan administration and Congressional leaders. It is the
type of plan that a majority of the world's countries now need if their
soils are to be stabilized.

-... ,
Making soil conser y ation economically attractive to farmers may be
even more diffic t klian designing an effective program to halt soil
erosion. Detailed tudies on the economics of soil conservation show
that the short-term- costs often ,exceed the short-term benefits. A
study in southern Iowa found that the imm,diate costs to farmers of
controlling erosion would be three times as great as the benefits.
Similar economic realities influence the behavior of Third World
farmers, who can muster little concern about the future when their
very survival is at stake."

.
..

In these circumstances, only the willingness of governments to share
the costs of the needed measuresterracing, contour farming, strip-
cropping, cover cropping, rotating crops, fallowing, and planting
shelter beltswill induce farmers to fight soil erosion. The USDA
estimates that over the next 50 years the implementation of these

kprograms would oeqUire $103 billion in budgetary appropriations, or
roughly $2 billion per year."

Time is also at a premiumtime to lay the groundwork for such mas-
sive financial investments and time to train people to do the job. Tra-
ditional approaches to financing and training are too leisurely and
will not suffice. More promising is the deployment of paraprofes-
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sionals. In Third World countries, the best approach may be for vil-
lage leaders who are themselves farmers to receive training in soil
conservation practices during the off-season so that they can help de-
sign and administer local soil-conserving plans.

Even though soil scientists can chart a national plan of action in de-
tail, as they have in the United States, they cannot call forth the poli-
tical support needed to fund and administer such a plan, in part be-
cause adopting soil-saving measures would in many cases run
counter the short-term economic interests of farmers and con-
sumers. he cost to farmers of adopting the needed measures will
raise food production costs and prices. To the extent that severely
erosion-pr e land is withdrawn from crop production and converted
to grass or rees, food supplies will be reduced and prices will rise in
the sh9rt ru Difficult though this might be to accept, the alterna-
tive is to do othing and face soaring food costs over the long term
as soils detetio te.

Indeed, U.S. soi scientifrt R. A. Brink and his colleagues, writing in
Science, question whether in a predominantly urban society anyone
can generate need support for soil conservation until the food crisis
deepens. Moreover, even vAth proof of,. the long-term benefits of
conservation and na onal plans to preserve soils, marshaling such
support will take time. As B. B. Vohra, a senior Ministry of Irrigation
official in India, points .ut, "An informed public opinion cannqt ....-
be wished into existence overnight. A great deal of painstaking and
patient/pork will have to e done to wipe out the backlog of ignor-
ance, inertia, and complacen ."35'

The missing ingredient in rrent unsuccessful responses to the
growing menace of soil erosion s a political will grounded in aware-
ness. People know that food pri s are rising, but most don't know
quite why. An understanding tha soil loss eventually means lower
productivity, which in turn means I .s and costlier food, is needed if
a national soil conservation ethic is t. be adopted. Given the neces-
sary information, more people will u tared not only the compel-
ling environmental reasens for adopting, uch an ethic, but also the
economic payoff in implementing a program eased on it.
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"A i uncrerstandity that s4irloss
eventually means less

apd cool* food is needed
if a national soil cbnservation ethic

is td be adopted."

.
The global cropland base is also threatened by the conversion of agri-
cultural. lands to other uses. In the midwestern United States, shop-
ping centers stand where only a few years ago corn grew. West
Germany is losi---1,...percent of its agricultural land to urban en-
croachment every four years. In southern China, factories are being
built on land that for generations yielded two rice harvests annually.n

Rising food prices make it clear that agricultural land can no longer
be treated as an inexhaustible reservoir for industrial development,
urbanization, and energy production. On the contrary, cropland must
be viewed as irreplaceable-7a resource tat is paved ovei, built upon,
or otherwise taken out of production only in emergenc s and only
after public deliberation and choice.

.1Historically, the marketplace has functioned as the arbi\ter of land
use. Unfortunately, thOugh, the market does not prote t cropland
from competing nonfarm interests. For that, careful la use plan-
ning is needed at both the national and local levels. Wh her in the
form of legislation, government decrees, or such incentives as dif-
ferential tax rates, the only defenses against the ultimately destructive
opportunism of the marketplace are land use planning and restric-
tions.

Until recently. most governments have stayed out of -land-use plan-
ning. But many that have rationalized their neglect have overlooked
the fact that both national and local governments shape land-use
patternswhether or not they view themselves as planning authori-
ties. Within the United States, scores of national policies and over 20
federal agencies have directly or indirectly influenced land use
through decisions on matters ranging from highway construction to
irrigation subsidies.32

A study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operalion and De-
velopment (OECD) comparing land-use planning internationally
reported that Japan is the only country with comprehensive zoning
nationwide. In 1968, the entire country was divicad into three land-
use zonesurban, agricultural, and other. In 1974, the plan was fur-
ther, refined to include forests, mational parks, and nature reserves.
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Acutely pressed for space ansi land-based resources, Japan has faced
the issue first', developing a model that other countries can emulate.

26 Indeed, evert though its.117 million people are crammed onto a moun-
4,inous sliver of land smaller than California, japan manages to pro-
duce an exportable surplus of rice, the national food staple.33,

Among the Western industrial" countries, France abears to have by
far the most effective farmland preservation program thanks to the
work of local Societes d'Amenagement Foncier et d'Etablissement
Rural (SAFERs). SAFERs were authorized in 1960 as nonprofit or-
ganizations and were empowered' not just to buy and sell farmland,
but to preempt any sale. As of 1981, SAFERs cover virtuallyeell of
France. Between 1964 and 1975 they purchased 2.1 million acres of
land and sold 1.7 million acres. Although they buy only abut 12
percent of the agricultural land up for sale, their influence is Jar
greater. Eve ri when not exercised, their right of preemption has an
impormrittfrtct on market behavior.34

Within the United States, Rational land-use planning remains rather
rudimentary. So far, the government has done little beyond, setting
aside national parks, forests, and wildlife reserves. Most zoning is.,
local, consisting largely'of restricting the use of land for ,commercial )
'purposes. Although local govelnment efforts to protect agricultural
land were nil before the sevynties, several states have since launched
programs to preserve farmland.

One of the first steps that states customarily take to preserve farm-
land is to enect differential tax-assessment laws, so that no matter
what alternate e worth farmland might have it is assessed for its
value in agricultural use. .As of early 1980, laws or constitutional
amendments in 46 states enabled local governments to assess taxes
on such a basis. In New Jersey, passage of the Farmland Assessment
Act of 1964 slowed the conversion of farmland to other uses. "If
farmland in New Jersey were to be taxed at the going rate for urban
and suburban residential and industrial uses," says New Jersey Secre-
tary of Agrictiltdre Phillip ,Alampi, "it would be impossible to main-
tain agrictilture as a business in the state."33
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A second. technique 'for preserving farmlandthe purchase of de-
velopment rights from farmerssurfaced in the earl); seventies to a
warm reception. This approach involves getting two assessments for
the value of landits yalue for- development, and its value for farm-
ing. The differences between the two, the "development rights" for
the land, can be purchased from farmers by either state or local gov-
ernments and held in perpetuity, regardless of how many times the
property changes hands: Once such development rights have been
purchased. land can be used only for farming. The principal disad-
vantage of ttlis approach is its high cost. Yet the process is cumula-
tive and even though it starts on a small scale the area protected ex-
pands with time.36

- .
Zoning is also used in the United States to prevent the conversion of
farmland to nonfarm uses, though this approach is useful primarily
in heavily rural communities. IBlack Hawk.County in northeastern
Iowa, for example, the county zoning plan both preserves prime
farmland and permits well-conceived residential development on land
of toyer agricultural productivity. Under 4his plan, prime fatiniand
is defined as that which yields the equivalent of 115bushels or more

& of corn per acre. On it, all residential development is prohibited."
.. . .

Of course, many countries must solve more basic problems en route
to resolving land-use conflicts In some areasin Latin America, for
instance, where peasants struale to continue ruinous cultivation on
mountainsides while cattle graze in the valleysdestructive land-use
systems have evolved as a result of skewed landownership patterns.
Where prime cropland is in graiss and where steeply sloping hillsides
that should be grass are being plowed, the key to more sensible land
use hinges on a reform of these feudal landholding systems. ,

two entries
....

No two i or c munities can approach land-use decisioni in

to.preserve cropland.- et all face the need to order priorities among
precisely the same wa ; each must work, out the details of prOgrams

competing, uses. Croplands are the foundation not only of agiiculture
but of civilization itself. Indeed, civilization cannot survive a con-
tinuing erosion of the earth's cropland base. A world that now bas
over four billion human inhabitants .desperately needs a land ethic, a

2 7
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new reverence for land, and a better understanding of the need to use
carefully a resource thlt is too often taken for granted.

28
Reforesting the Earth

Aside from family planning, few activities can contribute more to the
evolution of a sustainable society than plantingistesAt mid-celitury,
roughly one-guarter of the earth's land surface was covered by for-
ests. By 19 At was less than one-fifth. Each year the earth's inhabi-
tants, all users of wood,products in one form or another, increase
by the equivalent of the population of Mexico and Central America
combined. And each year the land in forest shrinks by an area the
sizeof Hungary.m

The demand for forest prbdtrcts is on the rise everywhere. The world
over, woqd and wood products are used to construct buildings, to
make furniture, and to manufacture paper, plywood, fiberboard, and
numerous other products. And with an estimated 40 percent of the
worl'd's population using wood as its primary fuel, the drain on the
world1 forests is immense. Surveys undertaken in Tanzania, Thai-

( land, andelsovhere show village firewood consumption ranging from
one to tw'rgins per person annually. In industrial countries, where
there has been a revival of interest in fuelwood, one of the risks is
that soaring demand could lead to.clear-cutting and a progressive
deforestation of the sort that has plagued much of the Third World.3*

Although, the economic role of forests is obvious, their ecological role
i* less well known. Among other functions, forests_hold rainwater
and permit it to percolate downward to recharge onderground aqui-
fers. When forest cover is stripped away, rainwater runs off quickly
instead of sinking in, so water tables fall and streamflows fluctuate
unpredictably. The rapid runoff in turn aggravates soil erosion,
which contributes to the -sedimentation of streams and reservoirs.
Swollen by the combined effects of reduced water-carrying capacity
and heavier runoff, rivers flood and cut new channels through the
countryside.
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As governments have come to recognize the multiple economic roles
and ecological functions of forests, many have launched reforestation
programs. Not all have succeeded. Often, the need for reforestation
has been recognized too late, only protecting pew- plantings
from fuel-poor villagers and hungry livestock has become well-nigh
impossible. In some instances, inexperienced foresters planted species
that were ill-adapted to local conditions. In others, the overall ap-
proach was so poorly conceived that the people involved did not
stand to benefit.

Traditional forestry is being altered by such new concepts as com-
munity participation, village woodlots, and agroforestrythe cultiva-
tion of trees, often on land unsuitable for crops. Indeed, the World
Forestry Conference held in 1978 in Jakarta may well have been a
turning point for the profession. At this "Forests for People" con-
gress the Director General of the Food and Agriculture cliganization
(FAO), Edouard Saouma, noted that while community-based for-

, estry was "still in its infancy," it represented an important new ap-
proach to satisfying basic human needs. He also warned the interna-
tional assemblage of professional foresters that the new forestry
"introduces problems which are far removed from your traditional
training,." In the past, foresters have worked largely with trees. Their
relatively infrequent human cohtact was with poachers. But with the
advent of community forestry, the compelling need is to work coop-
eratively with all those ose interests lie in the whole range of forest
products.9

In reforestation, South Korea has emerged as the model, mucia
Israel has become the model for desert reclamation .programs. Wahl
a decade, the face of -the Korean countryside has been .transformed. -
As recently as 1970, South Korea was a barren, denuded country
plagued by -soil erosion. Its hillsides were eroded, and the land had
lost most of its water-retention capacity. By 1977, some 643,000 hect-
ares (roughly half as much as the area in rice, the national food staple)
had been planted to fast-growing pine trees.41

The keys to South Korea's success have been the Organization of the
federally linked Village Forestry Associations and the participation of
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villagers in reforestation efforts. Through the association, which con-
sistssists of a representative of every household, eiearticipating village
plants, tends, and harvests the local woo4lots out pay. Harvested
wood is distributed 'among households, and the proceeds from any
marketable surplus are used to support other community develop-
ment projects. The reforestation program's primary economic oblec-
five of-producing enough firewood to satisfy the 'fuel, needs of rural
communities has been met. Tie economic gains are obvious to the
villagers: the switch back to local wood supplies means they can now
pocket the 15 percent of their income they were forced to spend on
coal when firewood became scarce.

The Korean achievement Is exciting. As ecological deterioration was
reversed, a new national energy resource was created, all Within a
matter of years and through a combination of seasonally idle labor
and unused Land, Capital input, in ie fbirm. of seedlings, was mini-
mal; the decisive factor was the orkRizational technique of mobiliz-
ing villagers.

Another community forestry success story is taking place in India in
the state of Gujarat. Over a decade ago the state forestry office began
to see that the existing forest reserves, however skillfully Managed,
could not begin to satisfy local firewood ,needs. In 1969, under the
leadersiaip of M. K. Dalvi, the government of Gujarat launched a vil-
lage woodlot-development program, planting trees on roadside strips,
irrigation canal banks, and other state-owned land. The idea in each
case wa's to let a nearby community take responsibility for managing
the woodloti.42

In, an early evaluation, a state official, B. K. Jhala, reported that the
"early -roadside and canal 'hiialc', plantations did not involve public
participation, to the degree that we hoped social forestry can achieve,
but they nevertheless marked a critical psychological turning point.
Seeing stands of trees arise on,what had been desolate ground, peo-
ple started to realize that ftorestry is possible around their communi-
ties and that` trees can grow _quickly." Among other things, these new
plantations began to alter they relationship between cohamunity resi7
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"The Workl Bank now supports
community-based forestry projects

along with the commercial timber ventures
it has traditionally backed?"

dents and forestry department officials from one of suspicion to one
of cooperation.

Once local suspicions were overcome, the number of plantations be-
gan to multiply. Erik Ec holm- reports that within fqur years some3,000 of the 18,000 Guja ti villages were participating in the pro-
gram, .and the number of v ages involved continues to increase. By
1978, nine years after the project's tentative beginnings, some 6,000
of. the state's 17,000 kilometers of soadway and canals were lined
with young trees. Plans call for an additional 1,500 kilometers to be
planted each year. Within India, Gujarat leads the way in social for-
estry. The model it provides serves not only for other Indian states,
but for other countries as well ..

In China, official figures show that the Forested area expanded from
5 percent of the country in 1949 to 12.7 percent in 1978. This upturn
ref elects China's massive mobilization of rural labor during the off-
season for reforestation and other projects to reduce flooding and
soil erosion, to increase the supply of firewood in rural areas, and to
produce lumber for *instruction and industrial uses."

Agroforestrythe third new appioach to reforestationholds great
potential. Indian environmentalist Shankar Ranganathan estimates
that in India alone some 40 to 50 million hectares of degraded land
are suitable for agroforestry. Converting this land to forests could, he
contends, provide millions of jobs and sizably increase India'S gross
national product. As in South Korea's reforestation campaign, such a
program would combine unemployed labor with unused land to cre-
ate a productive resource."

-,
Governments are not alone in their efforts to reforest barren plains
and denuded hillsides. International agencies,

ti
includai the World

are also involved. The Wld Thank, calculating bot the ecological
Bak, the FAO, and the U.S. Agency ,for Internatio evelopment,

or
and economic costs of deforestation, now supports community-based
forestry projects along with the commercial timber ventures it has tra-
ditionally backed in Third World countries. These priijects are tai-
lored to specific conditions in individual countries., In India, South

31.
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Korea, and Malawi, the Bank is emphasylog1/4 firewood- production
through community woodlots and plantings in individually owned
farms. In both India and Malawi, these investments have been wisely
combined with a loan program for buyers of more fuel-efficient wood
stoves.*

The strength of the World Bank's commitrpent can be seen in its
;long -term lending trend. Between 1968 and 1977, forestry lending in-
creased roughly' tenfold, from about $10 million to $100 million per
year. Another fivefold increase is expected between 1979 and 1983, by
which time Bank-sponsored forestry projects should be under way in
some 40 to 50 Third World countries.*

Both governments and scientific organizations are carrying out re-
search to identify the species with the greatest potential for reforesta-
tion in the neediest regions. A single" promising possibilitythe plant
family Leguminosaec tains some 18,000 different species of
legumes, only about 20 which are widely cultivated. One of these,
Leucaena leucocephala, or .ipil-ipil, is now widely planted in the
Philippines. These trees can reach the height of a three-story building
in two years and a six-story building in just six to eight years, and
they can produce 30 -to 50 cubic meters of wood per hectare annually..
In addition, their nitrogen-rich leaves provide nutritious forage for
cattle and an excellent compost Eon-crops.*

'The changing face of forestry entails not only a new approach to
planting trees, but a wiser use of exifig forests as welL In
United States, for example, many forests in New England and p-
palachia are not harvested at all. Nationwide, only a small share of
the forested area, much of it privately owned, is managed to maxim
its yield. Harvesting neglected forests that are not reserves, parks, or
protected wildlife habitats and ,maximizing. sustainable yields will
lister( pressure on forests everywhere, particularly in the Third
World.* .

.

Horver successfully forests are planted and however carefully they
are managed, a stable balance between people and forests cannot be
restored by reforestation efforts alone. But combined with the use of
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more efficient wood stoves, the adoption of paper-recycling pro-grams, and the spreadlof family planning services, these exciting newinitiatives in forestry can reestablish this resource.

Moving lkyond the Throwaway Society

f
The throwaway society evolved when energy was cheap and raw ma-terials were abundant and when far fewer people were competing forresources than do todaytThose days are gone forever. Societies thatfail to adjust to this changed relationship are ,likely to pay,with afalling standard of

In modern industrial economies, materials such as metal, glass, andpaper are often discarded after a single use. As a result, many of theworld's high-grade ores are being exhausted, urban waste disposalsites are becoming scarce, and pollution is exceeding tolerance levelsin many communities.

Throwing away materials after a single use also means throwing
away energy. Conversely, recycling materials increases an economy's
energy efficiency and health Consider a few examples of the savings
possible. The energy required to recycle aluminum is only 4 percentof that required to produce it froth bauxite, -the original raw material,while the energy required to recycle copper is only one -tend thatused to produce the copper ,originally. for steel produced entirely
from scrap, the saving amounts to some 47 percent Recycling news-print saves 23 percent of the energy embodied in the product andalso reduces pressure on forests: a ton of recycled newsprint savesa ton of wood' dozen trees. Recycling glass containers Saves 8 per-cent of the energy used in their production; reusable glass containers,
of course, save far more.*

Abandoning our throwaway mentality will also alleviate waste-dis-
posal problems. In the United States,-nearly one ton of solid wasteper person is collected annually ffom residential, industrial, and ,in-
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stitutional sources. At present, some 14,000 landfills and other sites
on some 476,000 acres are in use. Yet even this national dumpas big

34 as Rhode Islandisn't enough. Lach year, several hundred new sites
must be found to absorb the eveffswelling flow of waste."

Once the decision is made to repair, reuse,for recycle goods, the prob-
lem of waste should be tackled at its source in homes, offices, and
factories and at large resource-recovery centers where trash is assem-
bled. Separating materials al their source holds many advantages. In
the case of paper, it keeps soilage to a minimum. Sweden, which has
both a generous endowment of forest resources and a large forest-
product export industry, now requires waste paper to be separated
from garbage in individual homes, businesses, and offices. Source
separation also encourages homeowners to keep kitchen refuse,
leaves, and other organic materials aside for composting. A b sityard
compost heap both reduces the 4triount of garbage to be hau away
and provides a rich organic fertilizer for gardening. This in turnice-
duces the need to purchase" costly energy-intensive *chem al ferti-
lizers. If used to produce vegetables, the compost heap ay help
shoppers reduce the frequency of trips ts the supermarket uring the

"-growing season."

Where. source separation is not feasible, resource-reco ery centerss
provide an alternative. Typical of these is One planned f Leningrad.

. Although the city of 4.3 million now has a facility t at processes/
580,000 tons of garbage per year, a new plant schedul to be operi-
tional by 1985 will be several times larger. This a oach is not,
however, without its drawbacks. To be ecottbmical, suc centers must
be large and involve hundreds of trucks that create noise, odors, and
traffic congestion.".

In some of the Third World's major cities, garbage is carefully Sorted
by hand. In Cairo, most of the components of garbage are.reused.
Tin, glass, paper, plastic, rags, and bones become new implements,
recycled paper, upholstery, blankets, glue and paint. In a. society
plagued with unemployment, this approach certainly makes more
sense than building high-technology resource-recovery centers or
burning waste for energy."
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"In Japan,
the proportion of waste materials recycled

jumped from 16 to 48 percent
between 1974 and 1978."

Ultimately, the solution to the waste problem is to reduce the amount
of materials wasted. Container legislation is one step in this direition,
through either mandatory deposits on returnable bottles or absolute 35
bans on nonreturnable containers. In the United States, according to
the Environmental Protection Agency, national returnable-bottle
legislation would save annually some 500,000 tons of aluminum, 1.5
million/tons of steel, and 5.2 million tons of glass. These savings
would.in turn reduce by 46 million barrels the oil consumed in the
county each yearT,by enough, that is, to equal eighrdays of U.S.-oil
impoiTs at 1981 levels. Along with cutting the volume of garbage
down to size, returnable-bottle legislation also reduces roadside
litter. Maine, "Michigan, Oregon,' and other ,states that have passed
returnable-bottle legislation all report a substantial redtiction in
litter."

One of, the most imaginative approaches to the container problem is
being studied in Denmark: beverage containers could come in, say,
five standard sizes, that would cover the range of common needs. If
fruit juices, milk, beer, and wine came in bottles that were the same
size, recovery of the materials would 14-greatly simplified. All bottlers
would draw on a common inventory of containers, changing labels
or brands with the contents. If this inventory were controlled by a
countrywide computer system, transportation as well as energy
used in manufacturing would be sharply reduced."

In an era of costly energy, the extent to which a country recycles raw
materials influences its industrial strength arid competitive position in
the world market In Japan, a high-strung industrial economy that
must import almost all the oil it uses, the proportion of waste materi-
als recycled jumped from 16 to 48 percent between 1974 and 1978.
The a &tomobile industry there has particularly benefited from japan's
recycling efforts. It' relies on not only indigenous but also impotted
scrap, much of it purchased from the United States. "This year's
Toyota," the quip goes, "is last year's Buick."'

The use of recycledme tal is but one of the many componenis in the
farsighted strategy that has enabled Japan to displace, the United
States as the world's leading automobile producer. In contrast, the
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ailing U.K. economy has made very little- progress in getting con-
sumers to recycle wastes. For steel, the portion recycled is 10 percent;

36 for paper, an estimated 15 to 30 percent; and for glass containers, a
mere 3 percent. Unlike more economically dynamic Japan, Britain
still dumps close to 90 percent of all consumer waste into local land-
fills."

In East Germany, which imports two-thirds of its ray, materials, the
prices paid for metals, glass,' and paper at goverrunint-run recycling
centers have been increased sharply to encourage recycling. In -early
1980, the price for recycled newspapers was tripled and that for old
books was doubled, while the paymenj for a glass jar went from 5t
to 30t. Following the price increases, long-Itnekformed at the coun-
try's 11,000 collection points. Now ordinary citizens will help meet
the national goal of increasing self-sufficiency in raw materials and
reliance on Continuously recycled stocks rather than on imported
virgin materials." -
'In environmentally conscious Norway, a eposirprogram introduced
in 1978 encourages the recycling of aut biles. When cars are pur-
chased, the buyers pay a $100 refundable deposit that they can col-
lect along with ,a $100 premium at authorized resource-recovery
centers when the'car wears out. The success of this program is mak-
ing other governments take notice."

The challenge confronting governments everywhere is the same: how
to maintain and improve living standards while using less energy and
material resources. The details remain to be worked out, but it is clear
thin consumer well-being must be related more to the quality bf the
existing inventory of goods and less to the rate of turnover. Pride of
craftmanship has all but1disappeared in the drive to produce goods
that wear out of lose their appeal quickly. Yet the engineeringitech-
niques and the 'materials needed to design super-durable consumer
goods are at hand. In a sustainable society, durability and recycling
will jeplace planned obsolescence'as the economy's organizing princi-
ple,'and virgin materials will be seen not as a primary source of ma-
terial but as kauipplement to the existing stock.
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Conseravmg Energy

One key to the evolution of a sustainable society is the conservation
of energy, particularly that derived from petroleum. Fortunately, $s
energy has become m e c tly, interest in conservation has intensi-
fied. deed, the ressiv lowering in recent years of projected
U.S. energy e nd or the end of the century bears out conserva-
tion's rise from a minor household virtue to a major national eco-
nomic opportunity.

Prior to the Arab oil embargo in 1973 and 1974, projections of U.S.

1
consumption for the year 2000 ranged from a low of 124

u s (quadrillion BTUs) by energy analyst Amory Lovins to a high
f 190 quads by the Federal Power Commission. (See Table 3.) These

.figures compare with a 1979 U.S. energy consumption of 78 quads.
Since 1972, estimates have been consistently lowered across the spec-
trum, regardless of whether the analyst's bias is toward conservation
or supply expansion. By 1980; Exxon was forecasting that U.S. con-
sumption at century's end would be only 105 quads, and a branch of
the Department of Energy was working on an energy-efficient demand
scenario in which the United States would use only 57 quads in the
year 2000, a figure that is 26 percent below 1979 consumption."

The potential for conserving energy in the United States is enormous,
partly because the amount of waste is so large and partly because the
country has the technology and engineering wherewithal to increase
the economy's energy efficiency. As the eighties began, some of the
organizations traditionally cautious about potential gains in energy
efficiency had raised their sights dramatically. Two scenarios for U.S.
energy use in 2010 sketched out by the National Academy of Sci-
ences, for example, show a consumption as low as 58 and 74 quads
r-projtoctions that only a few years ago would have been viewed as
heresy.01

Even such production-oriented organizations as the National Petro-
leum Council, Exxon, and the Petroleum Industry Research Founda-
tion were by 1980 saying that U.S. oil consumption would never
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Table 3: Downward Drift of Projected U.

38 Year of
Forecast Source of Projection

1972 Federal Power Commission
Amory Lovins, Friends of the arth

1974 Edison Electric Institute
Ford Foundation (Zero Energy

Growth Scenario)
1976 Edison Electric Institute

(

Arhory Lovins
1980 Exxon Corporation

U.S. Department of Energy/
Solar Energy Research Insgtute

gy Demand in 2000

High Low
Range Range

(quadrillion .

BTUs) .t'
190

124

160

100

140
75

105

57
Source: Adapted from Amory Lovins and updated by Worldwatch Institute

again regain its 1978 level. In early 1980, the Petroleum Industry Re-
search Foundation projected that U.S. oil consumption would drop 5
percent during the eighties and that gasoline demand would drop by
20 percent. In 1981, gasoline and oil consumption in the US were
already 10 and 15 percent, respectively, below their 1978 peaks.62

These projections for the U.S. economy indicate, among other things,
that the link between the gross national product and energy use is not
nearly as tight as once thought. Until recently, GNP and energy use
had always increased in tandem, so people wrongly assumed that the
two could not be separated. But what recent experience and some of
the projections show, is that it is quite possible for the GNP to in-

, crease over the remainder of this century even as energy Ilse declines.

In the United States and other 'industrial countries where "thinking
big" has been the norm, the potential for conservinagiergy is almost
endless. In examining the merits of manipulating PITcluction versus
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"It is quite possible
for the GNP to increase

over the remainder of this century
even as energy use declines."

Manipulating conservation to achieve a satisfactory energy balance,
Daniel Yergin, co-author of the Harvard Business School's Energy
Future, notes that "it is certainly easier for the government to or-
ganize itself to do one big thing, but, alas, that is not what productive
conseryation is about. It involves 50,000 or 50 million things, big,
medium, and little, and not in the one centralized place where the
energy is produced, but in the decentralized milieu where it is con-
sumed."63

Although the US may have 'the greatest potential for energy conser-
vation, other industrial countries can also benefit from conservation
programs. A summary of energy policies in the..OECD countries
notes that by the 1985-90 period some countries might be able to save
more than 10 percent of the energy now consumed per unit of indus-
trial output. In the residential commercial sector 40 percent of the
energy used in existing buildings could be saved through conserva-
tion measures, and well-built new buildings might actually use less
than half the energy that present structures do. Improving automo-
bile fuel efficiency could cut fuel consumption by 10 to 20 percent.

In the Third World, extolled in early literature on the world energy
crisis as frugal because it had such low energy use per capita, the
energy problem has different dimensions. But in character it is much
the samewasteful. A large share of the primary energy used in the
Third World is lost, principally in the inefficient use of fuelwood for
cooking. Indeed, according to some estimates as much as 90 percent
of the energy used for cooking in the Third World is wasted. Doing
nothing more than shifting food preparation from an open fire to a
closed, More efficiently designed cook stove made of local materials
could halve the use of firewood.5

In both tlii developing and the industrial worlds, energy conservation
takes two forms. The first approach is simply to perform resent ac-
tivities more efficiently. For example, a building can be heated to a
given temperature but with less energy by insulating it. The second
approach is to curtail some activitiesdriving less, for example. There

fare many opportunities to apply a combination of these approaches.
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To encourage sike r of these approaches to conservation, govern-

40 ments ;fly on We public policy tools: information or exhortation,
financi incentives or disincentives, and regulations. The first in-
volves /encouraging constructive action by providing people with
facts they need to make sensible social and financial decisions. Energy
efficieiticy labels on appliances and cars can help people make choices.
Even "houses could be labeled; as University of California Professor
Arthkil Rosenfeld has pointed out: "The marketplace responds in a
fragmented industry slowly. It needs labels. It needs inspection. -It
needs information programs. The consumer needs to believe that
when he is buying something it will work. "6

A second step governments can take is to use financial incentives or
disincentives. The high tax on gasoline, which exceeds $1 a gallon in
some West European countries, has effectively discouraged the pur-
chase and manufacture of gas-guzzling automobiles. By the same
`token, the efficiency of the existing automobile fleets in the United
States ald Canada, where the gasoline tax is trivial by comparison,
leaves m ch to be desired.

Some of the most impressive energy savings have occurred as a result
..Orregulations. The most visible example in the United States is prob-
ably the regulatory effort to save automobile fuel. Both the fuel-

efficiency standards for American automobiles and the 55-mile-per-
hourspeecl limit have contributed to hefty savings in gasoline. The
Japanese have also applied mandatory fuel-efficiency standards to
hold down gasoline consumption.

\
As energy supplies tightened, governments began to establish a vari-
ety of conservation goals. In some sectors, such as transportation,
buildings, and household appliances, governments can set energy-
efficiency standards. In the United States, the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act of 1975 laid out a timetable for increasing the
average fuel efficiency of new automobiles that would raise the fleet

age from some 14 miles per gallon in 1974 to 27.5 by 1985. By
the late seventies reluctant automobile manufacturers began produc-
ing-Ncars that were more fuel-efficient. Their design efforts were
spurred by higher gasoline prices and competition from more-efficient
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imported automobiles, so that by early 1982 the fuel efficiency of
American-macte cars already far exceeded Kt the originailltarget. Other Acountries, including Australia, Canada, Sweden, and the JCL'Kingdom, have outlined voluntary fuel-economy goals to'ancourage
the production of increasingly efficient c3rs.67

EfficienCy standard' can also be appliJd to buildings. In early 1982,
Congress, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the building industry
were still debating plans to issue energy-efficiency standards for-buildings. But even muchtneeded Building Energy Performance Stan-
dards will not help the existing stock.. Since on the average It bakes .close to a century for building stock to, be completely replaced, large *-short term gains in the thermal efficiency' of current structuds canbe
achieved only through retrofitting. Incentives for this have been of-
fered by national programs that ,include grants and loans.. Canada, the
Netherlands, Sweden, and West Germany now apply such programs
to pre -1960 buildings at least and in some cases to the entire building-
stock.o

Physicists Robert H. Williams of Princeton and Marc H. Ross of the
--;University:of Michigan believe that the amount Of fuel used for space

heating in the' United States could be halved if relatively simple im-
provements were made in buildings,' innovative financing procedures
were adopted, and realistic economic criteria set forth. They propose

6 an all-out campaign toincrease the thermal efficiency of housing by
- installing astOrm windows, wall and floor insulgtion, extra attic. in-sulation, and other weatherization measures. Using life-cycle costing

techniques, they calculate that many such investments are how finan.,-
cially attractive.10

-

Williams and /toss also recommend that the 'nation's housing' stock
be systematically audited, and they lament tlgoscarcity of trained
energy auditors or "house doctors" to take on the job. -The two phys-
icists contend that building owners generally do not have die finan-
cial information they,med to make wise investments in conservation
or to design an optirnal housing retrofit. Since simple ''hole plugging"and-relative straightforward architectural modifications can eliminate
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most substantial heat losses, following the advice of Williams and
Ross amounts to substituting intelligence for oil.

.42 4
Energy-efficiency standards for appliances ought lip be another high
priority, given that refrigerators, stoves, water h ters, clothes, dry-
ers, furnaces, air_conditioners, and the like account for 95 percent of
all residential energy use. In the United States, preliminary standa
were issued in mid-1980. At that time Assistant Secretary of Energy
Thomas Stelson es ated that the equivalent of 4.28 billion barrels
of oil would sa e by' 2005 if the preliminary standards took hold
immediately and we e fully phased in by early 1986. Unfortunately,
the standards have been weakened by the new administration, and
their effect is likely to be reduced considerably."

Critical as efficiency standards are, they represent only one small
part of the conservation pbtentikl. Indeed, one reason projected U.S.
energy demand has been dropping so dramatically is that the various
efforts to conserve energy reinforce each other, acting aswonservation
"multipliers." For example, in a matter of years fuel-efficiency stan-
dards could double the number of miles cars get per gallon at a time
when car pooling could raise the average number of occupants in an
automobile from 1.4 to 2.0." If at the same time people become
more conscious of commuting distances aslhey establish residences
and accept jobs so that the distance they drive declines, fuel use
could drop faster still. Indeed, if increased' mileage efficiency results in
savings of 50 percent, higher automobile-occupancy rates in savings,
of 20 percent, and a greater proximity to work in savings of 5 percent
all reasonable assumptionsautomobile fuel consumption c Id
drop br a phenomenal 62 percent. And this could be achieved w b-
out any voluntary curtailmit of clzi4ing or shifts 'to mbr el-
efficient public transport.

Residential heating and cooling is just as ripe for the effia ncy "mul-
tiplier effect" as transportation is. Fci example, insulating use to
increase its thermal efficiency can reduce the heating and coo ing re-
quiremerliss by 40 percent. Installing a day/night thermostat can re-
duce fuel riguirements by 10 percent, and turning off the heat and air
conditioning in an unused guest room! another 10 percent. Together,
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"One reason projected U.S. energy demand
has been dropping so dramatically

is that various efforts to conserve energy
reinforce each other, acting

as conservation:multipliers.'"

these reductionsnone of which is at all outlandishcould halve resi-
dential heating and cooling requirements.

The potential contribution of modern technology and engineering
know-how to energy conservation has scarcely been tapped. There
are already standard-sized television sets, for example, that use less
electricity than a 60-watt light bulb does, and some modern office
buildings are so thermally efficient that interior lighting and the body
heat of their occupants provide all the space heating needed. Proto-
typical automobiles travel 80 miles per gallon of fuel." These energy-
savers represent the first offspring of the promising applied science
of conservation and the embodied hope that advanced technology can
be substituted for energy.

4
,S

Developing Renewable Energy

Most of the world's readily accessible, remaining reserves of petrole-
um will be consumed within a few deco es, yet the development of
new energy sources to Power the eConorn)Ais far behind schedule. The
potential depletion of oil reserves before alternatives are developed
poses a major challenge to the global economic system.

Although petroleum's replacements are not on tap yet, at least the
choices are narrowing. Coal, while it can help in the near term, is ulti-
mately like oil: exhaustible. Its remaining reserves are greater, but so
are the economic and environmentaLcosts attached to its use. Nuclear
power, once projected to be the long-term replacement for oil, holds
little promise. In the United' States, the world's leading producer of
nuclear power, the obituary is being written by Wall Street, which has
all but abandoned the industry. The answers to the energy needs of
sustainable societies appear increasingly to lie in the many forms of
renewable energy.

New technologies and adaptations of traditional ones permit renew-
able energy to be harnessed in innumerable ways. Solar energy can be
captured directly thiough such devices as windmills, hydroelectric

,.*".
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generator4, rooftop gollettors, photovoltaic cells, an3 buildings that
incorporate solar architecture or indirectly through, forests, fuelwood

44 plantation,' and energy crops. In addition, geothermal energy holds
great promise. . ..,

Interest in renewable energy is being spurred *several economic
considerations beyond the obvious need to les n the impact of rising
oil prices. First, since renewable resources are ry indigenous, the
outlays of foreign 'exchange are often non t' or negligible,
limited to those for imported equipment or tech al advice. Second,
many, renewable eneigy sources are virtually inflation proof. 'Once
the initial investment is made, the cost of rugring a hydroelectric
dam or a solar water heater is independent of ri fuel prices.

In employment terms, too, renewables are attractive. Most require
less capital and create more jobs than fossil fuels or nuclear power
do. In this respect, the timing of .the transition from fossil fuels to
renewable energy could not be 'mete fortuitous* coining as it does
when employment is high and record numbers of young people
will-be entering the job market. :7' . .

, .

Another advantage is that time lags in the developinent of renewable
energy resources are shorter than for most types of energy. Turning

stove or, in the case of, stry, A
re-

fired to purchase a fillolx1 i wood-
to .Sood in a heavily forested area takes no more V9 than that re-

fired boiler. A methane generator ca be built in days. A small-scale
hydro facility can be constructed pi seasonally unemployed labor
in a matter of months. Exceptions t thit.short Led time include .
large-scale hydroelectric .projects, which can take many years, and

. firewood plantations,' which can reqihre close.to aidecade before har-
vesting can begin. .But overall, 'renewable resources. can be developed
extraordinarily rapidly,' as the recent experience witlwood fuel in the
United States, small hydropower in China, and energy crops in Brazil
has shown. . I

. - ..

In some eases, rapid development of a given renewable energy source, -

requires commercial mass prOduc 'on of some machinery. For exam-
j
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ple, the key to rapid ,growth in wind-generated electricity will be the

Ilarproduction
of wind generators. With at leasttwo wind farms

aciy operating in the United States and with generators scheduled 45
for urge -scale factory production in 1982, the stage is being set for
rapid, exploitation of this abundant energy source. Fortunately, the
technologies required to develop renewable energy resources are often
closely related to existing, well-understood processes. In the case.of
wind generators, the engineering and aerodynamics are similar to
those employed in the aerospace industry. Similarly, the knowledge No
of deep drilling and geology brought to bear in oil exploration and
production can easily be modified for geothermal development In-

' deed, oil companies frequently discover geothermal resources when
drilling for petroleum.73

Of the various renerable energy technologies, the one whose future
depends most-heavily on further advances is photdvoltaics. Unless
costs are reduced substantially, the use of solar cells wiLl,be limited to
special situations, mostly in remote sites. But if the costs drop to the
point at which electricity from photovoltaic cells becomes competitive
with electricity from conventional systemsthe.goal ofkoth U.S. and
Japanese R&D effortsthen solar cells could make quite a contribu-
tion to world energy supply, particularly where electrical grids do not
exist

Each country's energy-development strategy must be tailored to its
indigenous end9wment of renewable resources. And while no two
countries are in precisely the same situation, no nation is without
solar potentiaL Some countries may end up relying heavily on a sin-
gle,' locally abundant form of solar energy; others may have highly
diversified renewable energy economies. For example, Nepal, Norway,
and Paraguay, all richly endowed with hydroelectric potential relative
to population, could rely heavily on electricity. Heavily forested
countries, in contrast, could fashion an energy strategy centered
around wood. Fora few cou'ritries, the United States among them, the
wiliest course is 'to develop the entire panoply of renewable energy
sourteswood, wind, hydro, rooftop ,collectors, livestock waste,
eriergy crops, geothermal; and photovoltaics.
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Among the csuntries moving rapidly toward a sustainable ener
economy, Brazil is emerging as an early leader. Its programaimed
at eliminating most oil imports by 1990is centered around the de-
velopr nt of its vast hydroelectric potential, "the use of wood as a

ntial and industrial fuel', and a fast-advancing agriculturally
based alcohol fuels program. With a pauper's endowment of fossil
fuels and its oxe- ambitious nuclear program in arrears, Brazil is
building an industrial economy based almost entirely on renewable
energy. To ensure success, Brazil could take better advantage of its
hydroelectric potential by relying less on the automobile and more on
electrically powered urban and inner -city rail systems. This would re-
duce liquid fuel requirements and thus lessen the competition between
the transport and food sectors for food-producing resources. At' the
same time, Brazil urgently needs to curb population growth; if it
does not, the favorable resource/population balance that gives it so
many energy options will disappear." .

.

China too has moved vigorously to develop renewable energy re-'
sourcesleers because the country lacks fossil fuels than because it
lacks the transportation infrastructure, investment capital, and'tech-
nologies needed to exploit them. China's'effort,s have centered upon
the construction of small-scale hydroelectric generating 'systems in
rural areas, the production of methane from organic wastes, and an-
ambitious village reforestation program designed to ensure a long-
term supply of fuelwood. Alone, none of these programs will domi-
nate China's overall-energy picture in the future, but together they
already dominate energy systems in many rural area(And they
provide some leeway for the country to develop its large hydroelectric
potential"

Under the pressure of near total dependence on imported oil, the
Philippine Government designed an ambitious ten-year energy pro-
gram aimed at reducing eVl's contribution to the national energy
budget from 91 percent to 56 percent bye 1989. Although coal and
nuclear power are expected to account for some 15 percent of total
commercial energy use by then, renewable sourcesincluding hydroa-
electric, geothermal electric, wood,"agricultural wastes, timber-indus-
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any renewable energy sources
are frequently omitted from

projections of world energy use
because data ellen do not exist."

try wastes, and fuel akohol from sugarcanecould push the renew-
able share of total energy use to one-third by the end of the ten years.76

So far, none of the advanced industrial countries is as far along in
implementing renewable energy programs as Brazil and China are.
Yet Sweden, almost wholly dependent on imports for oil, is consider-
ing a way to wean its economy from fossil fuels and nuclear power by
exploiting its forest resources and abundant wind- generating poten-
tialeven as Swedish energy eontumption increases overall by an
estimated 50 percent. In the United States, President Carter an-
nounced in 1978 that the country would trx to obtain 20 percent of
its energy from various solar sources by the end of the century. De-
velopments since then, including the 1979 oil price hike and the lack
of new reactor orders by utilities, suggest at the solar share could be
substantially higher. Although the Reagan inistration has aban-
doned the 20 percent goal, conservation efforts continue to reduce
total oil consumption and the shift to renewable energy sources is ac-
celeratipg. The use of fuelwood for residential and industrial pur-
poses, for example, is rising far more.rapidly than the Carter admin-
istration projected. Indeed, in the United States firewood pow contrib-
utes nearly twice as much as delivered energy as nuclear power does.n

An' initial effort to estimate the worldwide use of renewable energy in
1980 and to project its consumption to the end of the century shows
renewable sources now supplying the energy equiv*Ient of 1.8 bil-
lion tons of teal. (See Table 4.)- Wood and hydrolpower, currently
the world's leading forms of renewable energy, rank fourth and fifth
in the global energy budget after oil, coal, and, natural gas. Yet de-
spite this important contribution many renewable energy sources are
frequently omitted from projections of world energy use because data
on their abundance and availability often do not exist For example,
using rooftop collectors to he t water is not a commercial transaction,

wi
so this form of solar energy oes not show up in national economic
acro ts. Likewise, m the world's firewood is produced and
gathered in subsistence economies without ever entering the market-
place. And hundreds of cities now use garbage to generate electricity,
but no readily, available worldwide data exists yet on the quantity of
combustible waste used in this way. . 0
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Table 4: World Consumption of Energy from Renewable Sources, 1980,

with Projections to 2000

Source 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
(million metric tons coal equivalent)

Wood 1,015 1,100 1,220 1,410 1,640
Hydroelectric 600 710 850 1,020 ,1,200
Wind 3 5 17 90 200
Crop Residues 100 110 110 100 100
Wastemethane 4$ 10 30 53 90
Wasteelectric & steam 10 12 15 20 25
Geothermal 13 27 52 87 140
Energy Crops 3 16 30 ' 45 55-
Solar Collectors 1 5 18 49 100
Cow Dung 57' 60 60 55 45
Photovoltaics 0 0 _ 2 20 40

Total 1,806 2,055 2,404 2,949 3,635
ttectricity From all sources cakulated ,in terms of coal required to produce equiva-
lent amount.

Saute: Workhvatch Institute.

Over the next two arcades, growth in the solar component of the
global. energy budget will stand out. (See Table-5.) By the year 2000,
the contribution of all solar energy sources is expected to exceed that
of petroleum, although within individual countries the situation will
vary widely. The rate at which renewables are developed will depend
on how ctuickly national governments can evaluate and exploit,their
indigenous resources. As of 1981, only a few have plans for a smooth
transition from the use of fossil fuels to deplOndence on renewable
sources -of energy. Legislation and financialIncentives Will play an
important role. One example in the United States is the Public Utili-
ties Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, which requires utilities to buy
power generated by small gystems at the cost required to generate that
energy from new sources. The Natural Resources Defense Council re-
ports that'-homes or businesses that generate power from renewable
resources such as hydropOwer,, biomass, wind, and from cogenera-

)
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Table 5: World Consumption of Energy, Nonrenewable and Renewable,
1980, with Projections to 2000*

NIL Natural
Year Coal Petroleum Gas Nuclear Renews Total

(million metric tons coal equivalent)

1980 3,149 3,908 1,807 , 244 1,806 10,9141985 3,831 3,810 1,850 445 2,055 11,992
1990 4,660 3,712 1,900 645 2,404 13,3211995 5,145 3,526 1,875 720 2,949 14,2152000 5,680 \ 3,322 1,850 730 3,635 15,217
`Electricity from all sources calculated in terms of coal required to produce equivalent
amount.

Sawa: WixIdwatch Institute

tion facilities or photovoltaic equipment will be able to sell back ex-
cess power to their local utility at reasonable rates."7s

The developme of renewable energy resources could a be accel-
erated by nega findings' about the use or production of other ener-gy sources. If. rning more coal increases pollution and the damage
used by acid r in, coal could become an unacceptable energy source.
If a safe way is not found to dispose of nticlear wastes, the various
renewable options will become even more attractive. Of course, re-
alizing and maximizing the renewable energy potential will mean that
difficult trade-offs will have to be made. If theiworld's hydro poten-
tial is to become a mainstay of a sioteriruible economy, it may be
necessary to compromise on wilderness preservation, at least enough
to permit this energy source to be tapped. If Japan is to develop its
vast geothermal potential, it may have to relax its restrictions on ener-
gy development in its national parks, which are situated where the
poten,tal is greatest

The critical dimension of the global energy transition is time. The
challenge is to use coal to supplement dwindling oil reserves, thus
buying time to develop the earth's hydroelectric and geothermal po-
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tential, to plant community woodlots, to install solar colleCtors, to
produce enough electric wind generators, to build methane generators,
to plant energy crops, and to develop the many other renewable
energy resources all while designing a more energy-efficient econqmic
system. *f.

As the switch from fossil fuels to solar energy progresses, the geo-
peaphic distribution of economic activity is destined to change, con-
forming to the location of new energy sources. The increasing use of
renewable energy promises to redistribute populations and alter
modes of transportation. People and industrial activity will be more
widely dispersed, far less concentrated in urban agglomerations than
they are in a petroleum-fueled society. The renewable energy econ-
omy seems likely to alter rural-urban relationships within countries
and the competitive position of national economies in the world
market

The transition to renewable energy will endow the global economy
with a permanence that coal- and oil-based societies lack. M:ore than
that, it cogld lead us out of an inequitable, inherently unsta4le inter-
national energy regime becauseunlike coal and oilsolar energy is
diffus# available in many forms, and accessible to all countries.

Conclusion

The transition to a sustainable society will challenge the, capacity of
countries everywhere to change and adapt Some adjustments will oc-
cur in response, to t forces, some in response to public policy
changes, and still s as a result of voluntary changes in life-
styles. IR order to to necessary steps, all nations will have to
make major financial commitments as soon as possible.

Building a sustainable society will require heavy investments, both
public and private, simultaneously in several sectprs. Funds are
needed to constrict soil-conserving terraces, instal rooftop solar
collectors, build fuel-efficient mass-transit systems, and take thou-
sands of other steps, Once the transition is well under way, invest-

re,
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"As the switch to solar energy
progresses, the geographic distribution

of economic activity is
destined to change, conforming

to the location of new energy sources."
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ment requirements will fall sharply. But until then, capital will be
scarce and costly.

Although most national political leaders at least acknowledge the
threat of continued population growth, few governments have ade,-
quately funded either population education or family planning pro-
grams. Despite the overwhelming influence of future population in-
creases on the human proSspect, half the world's couples lack ready
access to family planning services. The Inteinational Conference on
Family Planning in the Eighties, which met in Jakarta in early 1981,
estimated that $3 billion will be needed annually to meet population
and family planning program needs, compared with roughly $1 bil-
lion currently being spent. Nationally, few governments have yet
launched effective population education programs p ,rograms that
explain the urgency of halting population growth.79

One of the most troubling investment gaps is that in efforts to pro-
tect the world's croplandboth eliminating excessive soil erosion and
halting the conversion of prime cropland to nonfarm uses. Few gov-
ernments have fully recognized this dual threat to future food sup-
plies, much less translated such awareness into budgetary commit-
ments. Farmers need to ,make heavy investments in soil protection
practices, but without governmental cost-sharing, the world's soils
will continue to deteriorate. As this becomes clearer, soil conservation
programs are likely to become a major budget item. Official estimates
indicate that adequate protection of U.S. croplands will require at
least a doubling of public expenditures on this activity. Many Third
World countries need a severalf old increase in investments in soil-
saving measures.00

With reforestation, the financial resources are grossly inadequate.
Only a handful of Third World countries have made a solid commit-

--ment in this sector despite the obvious imperatives to do so. In con-
trast, the United States, which by international standards is generous-
ly endowed with forests, pledged funds in its 1981 budget to reforest
460,000 acres. Fortunately, international aid agencies are increasing
sharply their investment in reforestation during the eighties. Since
1978, the. U.S. Agency for International Development and the World
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Bank support of village firewood plantations has increased some ten-. fold over the preceding decade. Annual lending for forestry projects
SA by the Bank alone is expected to reach $500 million by 1985. Even

so, vast gaps remain. The Bank estimates, for example, that in sub-
Sahara% Africa reforestation efforts,a4ould have to expand some 15-
fold jusf to meet future fuelwood needs.1

Substantial amounts of capital will be riepded for soil conservation,
reforestation, and population stabilizatibn over the next few years, but
they will be dwarfed by the energy-related investments required. All
societies must search for a balance between investments in energy
production and those in energy efficiencyfor Third World countries,
the balance may be between expenditures to produce more firewood
and those to produce more fuel-efficient wood stoves. In industrial
societies, trade-offs will be between such things as producing synthetic
fuels and designing mote fuel-efficient transport systems.

By any reckoning, taking these step..s/to a sustainable society will re-
quire all the investment capital that can be mustered. Indeed, realign-
ing investment priorities to match new environmental and economic
rtalities is one of the most urgent challenges of the transition that

lies ahead. Market forces alone will not suffice; public- policy chokes
will of necessity play a key role in guiding the transition.

In a world where economic growth is slowing and where efforts to
increase savings are not meeting with much success, finding the addi-
tional investment capital needed to put society on a sustainable foot-4w
ing will not be easy. However unlikely it may now appear, the only
way to secure the needed capital may be to shift budgetary funds
from the military sector. Without a reduction in the $550- billion
global military budget, the capital for a smooth and timely transition
may not be available. Governments will be forced to weigh carefully
the trade-off between reductions in military expenditures and possible
declines in living standards for their people.

A vast amount of scientific talent must also be diverted from the mili-
tary sectorto develop the renewable energy resources to replace oil,
to devise resource management techniques that will protect the earth's
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biological systems, and to develop agricultural practices that will pro-tect the soils. A global R&D budget that now allocates mote to thedevelopment of new weapons than it does to new energy systems and
N1/4 techniques for increasing food production combined may preclude

the evolution of a sustainable society.

The intensifying economic and social stresses of the early eightiesreflect values and priorities that no longer mesh with the unfolding
environmental and resource realities. As circumstances change, values
must change accordingly. When they do not, societies do not long en-dure. Values, then, are the key to the evolutiqn of a sustainable so-ciety, not only because they influence behavior, but also because they
determine a society's priorities and thus its ability to survive.

Ironically, some of the values needed to ensure human survival overthe last few million years, such as acquisitiveness or the desire for
many children, are precisely those that now threaten survival. Con-
tinuous childbearing by women throughout their reptoductive life
span was undoubtedly a key factor in the survival of the species, but
now circumstances have changed, and so must desired family size.
Acquisitiveness, too, may have served humans well in earlier times,when the margin of survival was thin, but today it has been trans-later! into a form of materialism that has supplanted .more profoundsocial ethics those posited on survival; personal growth, and eco-logical harmony. In many cases, the acquisition of material goods haspassed the point where there is any direct relationship to humanneed. ,

Our concepts of national security are destined to change. The tradi-
tional military concept of "national security" is growing ever lessadequate as nonmilitary threats grow more formidable! These threats
to security arise not from the relationship of nation to nation but
from the relationship of humanity to nature.

Values and priorities do not change in a vacuum. They change only
as people's perceptions of reality change. New analyses and new in-
formation play an essential role in the evolution of values and in. thereordering of priorities. Only as governments realize that the current
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overwhelming emphasis on military expenditures may shortly lead

to a decline in living standards will they become interested in shifting
54 their investment priorities.

Information on the changing population/resource relationship can
play a key role in such changes. China is a case in point: the broad
acceptance of family planning and the one-4rild-family goal was the
result of the widespread government effott to make information
available on the relationship between population growth and future
well-being. The calculations of future cropland/population balances
successfully shifted the focus of attention in childbearing decisions
from the welfare of today's parents to that of their children.82

Analyses such as The Global 2000 Report to the President, published
in the United States in 1980, provide information on global popula-
tion and resource trends and a useful backdrop for policyrnaking.83
What is now needed #re "National 2000 Reports" that will enable in-
diyidual countries to project the relationship between `their popula-
tiokod their resources, including energy (both nonrenewable and,

renewable), water, forests, grasslands, cropland, and food. Such
studies can be of immeasurable value in altering values and reorder-
ing priorities.

Efforts to put society on a sustainable footing will tax the capacity of
individuals and institutions everylvhere to change and adapt to the

new circumstances. Some forward-looking countries with effective
leadirship will adjust in time to avoid severe economic and social
stresses. Others will learn the hard way.

Taking part in the creation of a sustainable society will be an extra-
ordinarily challenging and satisfying experience,i,enriched by a sense
of excitement that our immediate forebearers who built* fossil-fuel-
based societies did not have. The excitement comes from both the vast
scale of the undertaking and the full knowledge of the consequences

1 of failure.
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